
“Kristina is extremely knowledgeable, extremely 
organized, extremely realistic, and quite entertaining! 
I highly recommend her workshops to everyone I 
know!” A. Sturgeon

“Loved it! Excited to get started teaching and planning 
the year (FIRST time I’ve looked forward to planning 
for 10 years of teaching)!” M. Champion

“Thank you for being real, adding humor. You’ve made 
the task of re-working my writing curriculum seem 
possible.” M. Piatt

“Everyone I know who has attended a Smekens 
workshop has come home rejuvenated, more 
knowledgeable, and equipped to become better 
educators.” D. Ruckman

“Wow! Wonderful! I am overwhelmed but super 
excited to get started! Bring on the school year!” L. 
Eilbracht

“Gave me a blueprint for my school year! Kristina 
thinks of everything!” A. Shenk

“An absolutely invaluable workshop for any teacher 
looking to get organized and approach the job of 
teaching writing in an efficient & effective way. Kristina 
is a real godsend.” W. Schaub

“Cohesive information presented in a logical manner 
that is manageable and doable by any teacher.” K. Willis

“I phoned to register because I wanted to be sure this 
wasn’t just another elementary-geared workshop and 
your staff promised you’d talk at/about all levels—and 
you did. This was both mind-blowing and invaluable!” 
K. Smidt

“Many times, going to a K-12 conference as a 
kindergarten teacher, I may come away with little 

information. NOT SO HERE! You did a great job 
speaking to all grade levels—including kindergarten. 
Thanks so much!” L. Dalrymple

“Leaving with valuable plans/timeline to begin my 
school year. The organization information that Kristina 
presented on how to plan your writing lessons was 
very informative and valuable. Super job!” D. Widdifield

“Wow! I have the tools I need. I am ready to dive in & 
take on the school year!” R. Cook

“After 20 years of working with kids, how rewarding it 
was to come and find the best ideas & guidance I have 
ever received! Many thanks!” P. Headley

“Kristina is a dynamic presenter. She makes the 
concepts come alive.” C. Wroblewski

“Kristina is an amazing presenter who is very practical 
and informative. She holds your attention with her 
enthusiastic & animated delivery. Unlike many of the 
presenters I have heard in 24 years of teaching—she 
knows today’s classroom & teacher’s experience!” J. 
Schindler

Outstanding 2 days full of real-life, 

relevant, doable ideas presented 

in a well-paced, enthusiastic 

presentation. I left with a plan for 

my first 25 days plus tools to lay 

out my writing units for the entire 

school year!” K. McKeeman
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